ABSTRACT. Pointwise estimates for the error which is feasible in simultaneous approximation of a function and its derivatives by an algebraic polynomial were originally pursued from theoretical motivations, which did not immediately require the estimation of the constants in such results.
INTRODUCTION
There are several results which give pointwise estimates of the error in simultaneous approximation of a function f E Cq[-1, 1] and of its q derivatives by an algebraic polynomial and its corresponding derivatives, in terms of the modulus of continuity of f(q), which we recall is defined by w(f('); )= suPl,-,l<lf(')(:r,)
One of the first of these results was a theorem of Trigub, the relevant part of which states: A theorem of Gopengauz [2] , based upon the theorem of Trigub, shows that there is the possibility of exact approximation at tim endpoints :t:l" THEOREM 2. Let f E Cq[ -1, 1] . Then for each n > 4q + 5 , there eztsts a polynom,al at most n such that for k O ,q and for-1 < x < (1.) with It" independent of n and f.
Such results as these were originally pursued for the sake of completing the theory of algebraic polynomial al)proximation. Theoretical interest in similar results has been widespread and sustained, leadig to a literature too extensive to cite or l)araphrase here. In such a theoretical context, however, the question of obtaining a value for the constants is not urgent. In fact a close examination of the original proofs of these results and of those in such related work as that of Telyakovskii [3] shows that the proofs are extremely uneconomical concerning constants, and the question of estimating auy of tle relevant constants (obviously difficult) has been little addressed in the subsequent work.
More in which C depends only upon C. The special case that q 0 is also covered here.
Clearly, (3.1) holds with any C' > 6C if i x > or if x -!-1. Therefore we will assume that 0 < /1 x < , and there is no loss of generality in assuming further that x lies near 1. We then may make the estimates IfC')(z) P')(z)l-< If(')() ff')(1)l + IP')(x)- Iff')(x)-f(')(1)l _< to(f('); x) _< to f(');
n A more precise pointwise estimate for IP')(z)-P')(1)I is needed which is zero when I. To obtain such an estimate, we notice first that for arbitrary 6 [-I,I] IP')(t)-P')(1)I < IP')(t) f(')(t)l + Iff')(t) whence v/1 ) + + to(f('); t) (3.4) IP')(t)-P,')(1)I < Cw f('); , 'i We now define := arccos x and cos for 0 < a < .T hen we have 0 < sin # < sin , and furthermore for n _> we have . Now we define T,(#):= P')(cos#)-P')(1), and we note that IP')(x)-P')(1)l S IT:(0)I dO.
(3.5) It is then seen easily that II,,.., _< M.,_,(n-l-+)q-a(f('+) _ . ). j!m+ ,)=M,_,( .)+wC/(');n-)'." Therefore, we obtain for k 0,...,7 (using the Markov inequality to estiltate the deriwttives of h',,a) II II in which From the construction of Q-o the state,neat (3.12) will also follow. Only the case k j needs special
